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Abstract

In a series of papers, it has been shown that algorithms for dense linear algebra
operations can be systematically and even mechanically derived from the mathe-
matical specification of the operation. A frequent question has been whether the
methodology can be broadened to iterative methods. In this paper, we show prelim-
inary evidence that this is indeed the case for so-called Krylov subspace methods.

Our aims with this are two-fold: first of all, we show how the FLAME paradigm
can simplify the derivation of subspace iteration methods. In view of this, the fact
that we only derive the classical conjugate gradient method should be viewed as a
promise for the future, rather than as a limitation of this approach.

Secondly, and more importantly, our use of FLAME shows how mechanical
reasoning can derive full algorithm specifications from the constraints (for in-
stance, orthogonality conditions) on the generated results. If we tie this to ongoing
research in automatic optimized code generated in FLAME, we see that this re-
search is a necessary building block towards automatic generation of optimized
library software.



0.1 Introduction

We present the Conjugate Gradients (CG) algorithm [8] in the FLAME frame-
work [7, 3, 12, 2]. With this, we have two goals in mind. First, we show how
FLAME can be used to simplify the process of deriving iterative methods. Sec-
ond, we make a case that a FLAME-based environment for deriving new iterative
methods is a distinct, and attractive, possibility.

Traditional expositions of the CG method, and ones related to it, posit the ba-
sic form of relations between matrices and vectors, and compute the scalar coeffi-
cients in them by ‘lengthy induction arguments’ [11]. In the spirit of Householder’s
derivation [9], we summarize vector and scalar sequences as matrices; the FLAME
framework then allows us to derive in a formal manner the actual iteration from
properties on the quantities constructed in the algorithm. The big advantage here is
that we can dispense with quantified statements over sequences, and instead con-
sider predicates over simple, unindexed, objects. Simultaneously, the inductive
arguments that have always been at the heart of traditional expositions are cap-
tured in a framework that guides the derivation of the algorithm and the proof of
its correctness.

As a demonstration of the potential of this approach, we derive a CG method
for nonsymmetric systems. The conciseness of our derivation should be contrasted
with the lengthy research papers in the classical approach to polynomial iterative
methods [13, 10].

Beyond simply presenting an alternative derivation of these methods, we argue
that the essential calculations in a FLAME worksheet can be derived mechanically
from the loop invariant of the algorithm. Coupling this to ongoing projects for
automatic code generation from FLAME worksheets [2] raises the possibility of
automatic generation of numerical libraries. Krylov subspace methods are then
merely a proof-of-concept of a much more general idea: the mechanical derivation
of algorithms and tuned library software incorporating these algorithms.

0.2 Theory and Notation

In this paper we present the Conjugate Gradients method using a block formal-
ism [1, 9]. Rather than positing the basic form of the coupled recurrences of
residuals and search directions, we derive their existence as it were ‘from first
principles’. This will give a clear separation between the basic form of the update
equations, which hold for all polynomial iterative methods, and the specific values
of the coefficients which follow from orthogonality requirements.

That said, we start by showing a few specific iterative methods, and how they
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fit the common pattern that we will derive.

0.2.1 Some iterative methods

Iterative methods for linear systems of equations come in a great variety, and with
greatly differing levels of sophistication.

Richardson iteration The simplest method for iteratively solving Ax = b is prob-
ably the Richardson iteration

xi+1 = xi−αri, i = 0, . . .

where ri = Axi−b. Multiplying this equation by A gives

A(xi+1− xi) = Axi+1−Axi = Axi+1−b− (Axi−b) = ri+1− ri =−αAri

so that ri+1 = (I −αA)ri. This tells us that the residuals converge to zero and
that therefore the iterates converge to the solution, if the spectrum of (I−αA) is
bounded in magnitude by one: |λ(I−αA)|< 1. In the commonly encountered case
where the eigenvalues of A satisfy 0 < λ0 ≤ . . .≤ λN−1, it is easy to show that the
optimal α is 2/(λ0 +λN−1). For future reference we will remark that ri = π(i)(A)r0
where π(i)(x) = (1−αx)i is an i-th degree polynomial.

Stationary iterative methods The Richardson iteration is a first example of a
stationary iterative method; more general methods have the form

xi+1 = xi−M−1ri, i = 0, . . . .

A similar analysis shows that the condition |λ(I − AM−1)| < 1 now guarantees
convergence.

Steepest descent Next, Steepest Descent (SD) is the method

xi+1 = xi−αiri, i = 0, . . .

where αi is chosen to minimize ‖ri+1‖2. Thinking of this as finding the optimal step
size along the line through xi in the direction ri explains the term search direction
for ri. The convergence analysis for this method is more complicated; we will only
remark that now ri+1 = Π0≤ j≤i(I−α jA)r0.
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The Conjugate Gradient method The CG method is most commonly presented
as coupled iterations:{

xi+1 = xi−αi pi

pi = ri−βi pi−1

With a little algebra, this can be seen to be equivalent to

xi+1 = xi−∑
j≤i

γi jr j. (1)

The coefficients αi,βi are chosen to ensure the orthogonality of the residuals ri.

Summary The iterative methods in this section are seen to conform to a scheme
where the iterates are updated with a single vector, which itself is a combination of
residual vectors.

0.2.2 Block formalism

The above presentation is typical for how textbooks on numerical linear algebra
may progress, going from simple to more complicated methods, and arriving at
the general scheme (1). Here we show that this scheme is in fact a natural choice,
and we express it in a block formalism. This section serves to familiarize the
reader with the block formalism, and to establish the basic equations, as well as the
question of their essential degrees of freedom. These dofs will then be derived in
subsequent sections.

Let the linear system Ax = b be given, let x0 be any (initial) vector and define
r0 = Ax0 − b, the initial residual. Then r0 = Ax0 − b implies that x = A−1b =
x0−A−1r0. Now, the Cayley-Hamilton theorem states that for every A there exists
a polynomial φ(x) such that φ(A) = 0. Without loss of generality, we can write
φ(x) = 1 + xπ(x) with π another polynomial. Then 0 = φ(A) = I + Aπ(A) and
hence A−1 = −π(A) so that x = x0 + π(A)r0. In theory, if we were to know the
coefficients of π(x), we would be done.

The problem is that we don’t know the coefficients and even if we knew them,
the degree of the polynomial might be too high for practical use. Thus we arrive
at the notion of a sequence of polynomials {π̃(i)}i>0 and a sequence of approxima-
tions

xi = x0 + π̃
(i)(A)r0, i > 0 (2)

that, we hope, converge to the solution x, to a reasonable accuracy, in a reasonable
number of iterations.
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We now need the basic concept of a ‘Krylov sequence’, which, given n× n
matrix A and initial vector k0, is defined as the matrix with infinite number of
columns

K〈A,k0〉 ≡
(

k0 Ak0 A2k0 · · ·
)
.

In other words, the j-th column of K〈A,k0〉, k j, is defined by the recurrence

k j =

{
k0 i f j = 0
Ak j−1 otherwise.

With this, we rewrite (2) as

xi+1 = x0 +K〈A,r0〉


π̃0i
...

π̃ii

0
...

 , (3)

where π̃i j is the i-th coefficient of the polynomial π̃( j). Introducing the matrices

J =

0 0 · · ·
1 0 · · ·

0
. . . . . .

 and E =

1 1 · · ·
0 0 · · ·

0
. . . . . .

 so that J−E =

−1 −1 · · ·
1 0 · · ·

0
. . . . . .

 ,

(4)

we can write Equation (2) in matrix form as

X(J−E) = KŨ , (5)

where from now on we use K for K〈A,r0〉, X = (x0,x1, · · ·), and Ũ is the upper
triangular matrix containing the π̃i j coefficients. Using the matrix J, the definition
of the Krylov sequence can be written as

AK = KJ. (6)

If Equation (6) denotes a relation between finite segments of the infinite series K,
we have to worry about correctness in the last column. We ensure this by a nota-
tional shorthand. First of all, we let the matrix J be rectangular with one more row
than columns. Second, if K is a matrix with n columns, then K denotes the matrix
consisting of the first n−1 columns of K. With this, equation (6) becomes

AK = KJ.
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Equivalently, by substituting U ← Ũ(I− Jt), we find

X(J− I) = KU (7)

which is now shorthand for the common form xi+1 = xi + π(i)(A)r0 for some se-
quence of polynomials {π(i)}i, where the i-th column of the upper triangular matrix
U holds the coefficients of polynomial π(i). This leads us to our formal definition:

Definition 1 We call a sequence X = (x0,x1, . . .) a polynomial iterative method if
it satisfies

xi+1 = xi +π
(i)(A)r0

for some sequence of polynomials {π(i)}i with deg(π(i))= i. Notation: X = P〈{πi}i≥0,
A,x0,b〉.

Of equal interest is the corresponding sequence of residuals: R = (r0,r1, . . .),
where ri = Axi−b:

Definition 2 We call R a ‘residual sequence’ if it is the sequence of residuals of a
polynomial iterative method X generated from A, x0, and b:

R = AX−bet or ri = Axi−b

where e = (1,1, . . .)t . Notation: R = R〈A,X ,b〉.

Lemma 1 Let A, f and X be a given matrix, vector, and sequence, respectively.
Let R = R〈A,X ,b〉. Then

∃{πi∈P(n)} : X = P〈{πi}i≥0,A,x0,b〉
⇔ ∃U∈U(n) : R〈A,X ,b〉= K〈A,x0,b〉U

where U(n) is the set of upper triangular matrices U satisfying u0∗ = 1.

Proof: Suppose X is generated by a polynomial iterative method P〈{πi}i≥0,A,
x0,b〉. Multiplying the equation

xi+1 = x0 +πi(A)r0

by A and subtracting b on both sides gives

ri+1 = r0 +Aπi(A)r0,
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in other words, ri+1 = φi+1(A)r0 with φi(x) = 1+xπi(x). This can clearly be written
as R = KU where U = U(φi) ∈ U(n) and K = K〈A,r0〉. It is easy to see that all
implications in this proof are equivalences. •

With X a polynomial iterative method and R its residual sequence, we notice
that X can also be defined as

X(J− I) = RU (8)

for some upper triangular matrix U . The above notational convention of underlin-
ing is extended to letting J− I be rectangular with one more row than columns and
writing X(J− I) = RU .

We can now prove:

Lemma 2 Residual sequences satisfy AR = RH with H an upper Hessenberg ma-
trix with zero column sums.

Proof: Taking equation (8), multiplying by A, and adding − f + f to the lhs, gives

R(J− I) = ARU ⇒ AR = R(I− J)U−1 = RH

where we note that H has zero column sums as stated. We omit the proof that this
is in fact an equivalence. •

Now we consider factoring the H matrix.

Lemma 3 Let H be a Hessenberg matrix of size (n + 1)× n, then H has zero
column sums iff its factorization is of the form

H = (I− J)U.

We now derive the coupled recurrences form of polynomial iterative methods:{
AR = RH
H has zero column sums

⇔ AR = R(I−J)D−1(I+U) ⇔

{
APD = R(I− J)
P(I +U) = R

(9)

In the right side of this equivalence, we recognize the traditional formulation1

ri+1 = ri−Apidii, pi+1 = ri+1−∑
j≤i

p ju ji.

1In some early literature on conjugate gradients, this is called the ‘coupled two-term recurrences’
form of the method, as opposed to the three-term formulation in which no search directions appear.
In yet another exposition of conjugate gradients, it is considered a polynomial acceleration of a
stationary iterative method.
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Thus we have derived a basic form which holds for any polynomial iterative method,
though some methods use an implementation that is mathematically equivalent to
it. Various iterative methods, such as CG, MinRes, or BiCGstab, all follow from
imposing certain conditions on R, or equivalently on the coefficients of D and U .
For instance, stationary iteration and SD correspond to U ≡ 0; the Conjugate Gra-
dients method corresponds to U being single upper diagonal (upper bidiagonal),
with values deriving from the orthogonality of R.

In the remainder of this paper, we will take the block form (9) for given, and
show how FLAME can be used to derive the coefficients in D and U in the specific
case of the Conjugate Gradients method.

0.3 Applying the FLAME Methodology to the CG Algo-
rithm

We now show how the FLAME framework can be used to derive iterative methods
such as the CG algorithm. This section shows how the basic block form of the
CG algorithm leads—through a systematic process—to the predicate that needs to
be satisfied by the loop body of the algorithm. Such a predicate is translated into
concrete instructions in the next section.

The reader should imagine the “worksheet” in Fig. 1. as being initially empty.
We fill it out in the order indicated in the column marked “Step”.

Step 1: Precondition and postcondition The precondition and postcondition in-
dicate the states of the variables before and after the algorithm is executed, respec-
tively. This includes the size the variables, as well as properties such as symmetry
or invertibility.

The defining equations for iterates, residuals and search directions, under or-
thogonality of the residuals are given by

X(I− J) = PD, APD = R(I− J), P(I +U) = R, RtR = Ω (diagonal),

and we will construct the postcondition from these.
We remark that, given the quantities in D, the sequence X can be computed

almost trivially from the search direction sequence P, and other quantities do not
depend on it.

In addition to the above equations, which are going to form the postcondition,
from them we can derive other relations. These are redundant, but can be added
to the postcondition. (We will discuss the ramifications of this in section 0.5.) In
particular, we derive

PtAP = (I +U)−tRtR(I− J)D−1 = (I +U)−t
Ω(I− J)D−1, (10)
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which implies that PtAP is upper triangular (and diagonal if A is symmetric).
Now, the precondition is {Re0 = Ax0− b, A ∈ Rm×n, x0,b ∈ Rm} where e0 =
(1,0,0, . . .)t . where x0 is an initial guess for the solution, and the postcondition is
formed by combining the precondition and equations (9) and (10):

APD = R(I− J)∧PD = X(I− J)∧PD = R(I− J)∧P(I +U) = R∧
RtR = Ω∧PtAP = lower triangular∧
Re0 = Ax0−b, A ∈ Rm×n, x0,b ∈ Rm


This information is entered in the worksheet.

Determining the Partitioned Matrix Expression We are interested in express-
ing the postcondition in terms of partitioned matrices. This yields

(
APLDL ApMdM APRDR

)
=
(

RL rM RR

)
IT L− JT L 0 0

−et
r 1 0

0 e0 IBR− JBR

 ,

(
PLDL pMdM PRDR

)
=
(

XL xM XR

)
IT L− JT L 0 0

−et
r 1 0

0 e0 IBR− JBR

 ,

(
PL pM PR

)
IT L +UT L uT M uT R

0 1 uMR

0 0 IBR +UBR

=
(

RL rM RR

)
,


Rt

L

rt
M

Rt
R

( RL rM RR

)
=


? 0 0

0 ? 0

0 0 ?

 ,


Pt

LAPL Pt
LApM Pt

LAPR

pt
MAPL pt

MApM pt
MAPR

Pt
RAPL Pt

RApM Pt
RAPR

=


? 0 0

? ? 0

? ? ?

 ,

(11)

where ? indicates that the exact value is not of interest, and er = (0, . . . ,0,1)t .
In general, the PME is true regardless of the size of the partitioned objects. In

other words, we are not splitting the operands in specific ‘cut’ points, but exposing
part of the operands, without specifying any particular size. On the other hand,
the equalities only hold if the partitionings are such that the Top-Left (and Bottom-
Right) quadrants of the triangular & symmetric matrices are square.

Note our convention that upper case letters (R,P) denote matrices, lower case
vectors (e,r, p), and lowercase Greek letters scalars (δ,ω).
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Step 2: Loop-invariant The loop-invariant is a predicate on the state of the vari-
ables that is satisfied before and after each iteration of the loop. The Fundamen-
tal Theorem of Invariance establishes that if the loop completes, then the loop-
invariant and the negation of the loop-guard hold true after the loop. This is all
captured in Fig. 1.

One of the key concepts of the FLAME methodology is that of selecting a
loop-invariant a priori, and then constructing an algorithm around it. In terms of
program correctness this means that we set up a proof of correctness first, and then
build an algorithm that satisfies such a proof.

To derive a loop-invariant, it is observed that while the loop executes, not all re-
sults in the Partitioned Matrix Expression (PME) have yet been achieved. Thus, the
loop-invariant consists of subresults that are part of the PME. For space considera-
tions we will not go into further detail here. The point is that there is a systematic
way of choosing loop-invariants from the PME, and that choice is often non-unique
(which then leads to different algoritms). We choose the loop-invariant

APLDL =
(

RL rM
)(IT L− JT L

et
r

)
∧PLDL =

(
XL xM

)(IT L− JT L

et
r

)
∧(

PL pM
)(IT L +UT L uT M

0 1

)
=
(

RL rM
)
∧(

Rt
LRL Rt

LrM

rt
MRL rt

MrM

)
=
(

? 0
0 ?

)
∧
(

Pt
LAPL Pt

LApM

pt
MAPL pt

MApM

)
=
(

? 0
? ?

)
.


(12)

Steps 3 and 4: The loop-guard and initialization The loop-guard is the condi-
tion under which control remains in the loop. If the loop-invariant is maintained,
then it will be true after the loop completes and the loop-guard will be false. To-
gether these predicates must imply that the post-condition has been computed.
Thus, the loop-invariant and the postcondition dictate the choice of the loop-guard.
This loop-guard is given in Fig. 1.

Similarly, the loop-invariant must be true before the loop commences. Thus,
an initialization, given in Step 4 of Fig. 1, is dictated by the precondition and the
loop-invariant. (We note that the initial partitionings of the operands are merely
indexing operations.)

Step 5: Traversing the operands The computation must make progress through
the operands, so that the loop-guard will eventually be false and the loop termi-
nates. This dictates the updates of partitionings in Steps 5a and 5b. In Step 5a we
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split off one column from the ‘R’ block, going from a 3-way to a 4-way partition-
ing, for instance(

RL rM RR
)
→
(

R0 r1 r2 R3
)

;

after the intervening computations, in Step 5b we compact the first two partitions
into the new ‘L’-block, for instance(

RL rM RR
)
←
(

R0 r1 r2 R3
)
.

Step 6: The ’before’ predicate The repartitioning of the operands in Step 5a
is purely an indexing step; no computations are implied. Thus, at Step 6 (before
the computation in Step 8) the contents of the different submatrices are still pre-
scribed by the loop-invariant. These contents can be derived by applying the 4-way
partitioning derived in Step 5a to the loop invariant (12).

This process yields what we will call the ’before’ predicate:

Pbefore :


AP0D0 =

(
R0 r1

)( J00

jt10

)
,

(
P0 p1

)( I +U00 u01

0 1

)
=
(

R0 r1

)
,(

Rt
0

rt
1

)(
R0 r1

)
=

(
? 0

0 ?

)
,

(
Pt

0AP0 Pt
0Ap1

pt
1AP0 pt

1Ap1

)
=

(
? 0

? ?

)
.

(13)

Step 7: The ’after’ predicate At the bottom of the loop the loop-invariant must
again be true. This means that the update in Step 8 must place the submatrices in
a state were the loop-invariant is again true after the redefinition of the partitioned
operands (Step 5b). The state that the submatrices must be in can be derived by
substituting equivalent submatrices (as defined by Step 5b) into the loop-invariant
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after which algebraic manipulation yields the desired ’after’ predicate in Step 7:

Pafter :



A
(

P0 p1

)( D0 0

0 δ1

)
=
(

R0 r1

)( J00 0

jt10 1

)
+ r2

(
0 −1

)
,

(
P0 p1 p2

)
I +U00 u01 u02

0 1 υ12

0 0 1

=
(

R0 r1 r2

)
,

 Rt
0

rt
1

rt
2

( R0 r1 r2

)
=


? 0 0

0 ? 0

0 0 ?

 ,

 Pt
0AP0 Pt

0Ap1 PT
0 Ap2

pt
1AP0 pt

1Ap1 pT
1 Ap2

pt
2AP0 pt

2Ap1 pT
2 Ap2

=


? 0 0

? ? 0

? ? ?

 .

(14)

Step 8: The update Comparing the before and after predicates yields

Pafter = Pbefore ∧(δ1Ap1 = r1− r2)∧ (P0u02 +υ12 p1 + p2 = r2)
∧(Rt

0r2 = 0)∧ (rt
1r2 = 0))∧ (Pt

0Ap2 = 0)∧ (pT
1 Ap2 = 0).

The computation at Step 8 of Fig. 1 has to update and compute variables in such
a way that, when executed in a state in which the ‘before’ predicate holds, it ter-
minates and yields a state in which the ’after’ predicate holds. In the next section
we show how the actual computation again follows by a mechanical process from
these predicates.

Final algorithm The described process constructs the algorithm by systemati-
cally deriving predicates that indicate the state that the variables must be in, which
in turn dictates the actual computational statements. Eliminating the predicates
leaves the final algorithm.

0.4 Deriving the update

There are two critical steps in the derivation of a worksheet that are less than
straightforward for a more complex algorithm like the CG algorithm: choosing
the loop-invariant, and identifying a set of updates of the operands that transform
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the ’before’ predicate into the ’after’ predicate. In the previous section we showed
how the loop invariant can be derived from the PME; in this section, we focus on
how the update can be systematically derived. This derivation is much more sys-
tematic than in previous papers of ours that focus on dense matrix computations,
for the reason that in those cases the update step was relatively obvious.

0.4.1 Deriving assignment statements

To understand the approach one must first understand some fundamental results
from computer science related to the derivation of algorithms. Consider the triple
{Q}S{R} where Q and R are predicates indicating the state of variables and S is
a command in, or segment of, the algorithm. This is known as a Hoare triple
and is itself a predicate that evaluates to true if the command S, when initiated
with variables in a state where Q is true, completes in a state where R is true. In
this triple Q is the precondition and R is the postcondition. In our discussion in
Section 0.3 and Fig. 1 we have seen many examples of Hoare triples and how they
can be used to reason about the correctness of an algorithm. A Hoare triple can be
used to assert a code segment correct. For example, {χ = η}χ := χ+1{χ = η+1}
takes on the value true.

The next question becomes “Under what circumstances is the Hoare triple
{Q}x := exp{R} true, where exp is an expression. To answer to this question the
operator wp(S,R) is introduced: this returns the weakest precondition (least restric-
tive predicate) that describes the state of variables such that if the statement S is
executed, then this command completes in a state where R is true. Now, {Q}S{R}
if and only if Q implies wp(S,R).

For sequences of statements {Q0}S0;S1{R}we introduce an intermediate pred-
icate

{Q0}S0;S1{R}= {Q0}S0{Q1}∧{Q1}S1{R}.

From this we see that

Q0 = wp(S0;S1,R) = wp(S0,{Q1}) = wp(S0,wp(S1,R)).

Inductively, if we wish to find a sequence of statements S0;S1; . . . ;Sk−1 such that
{Q}S0;S1; . . . ;Sk−1{R} then Q must imply

wp(S0;S1; . . . ;Sk−1,R) = wp(S0,wp(S1, . . . ,wp(Sk−1,R) . . .)).

We can summarize this by noting that the following must be true:

{Q⇒wp(S0,Q1)}S0{Q1 = wp(S1,Q2)}S1{Q2 = wp(S2,Q3)} . . .{Qk−1 = wp(Sk−1,R)}Sk−1{R}
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Finally, we recall that wp(”x := exp”,R) equals the predicate R with all in-
stances of x replaced by the expression exp. For example, wp(”x := x + 1”,x =
y+4) = {(x+1) = y+4}= {x = y+3}.

0.4.2 Application to the CG algorithm

The above theory can be used to derive the update (step 8) in Fig. 1. The idea is
that we wish to determine expressions exp0, . . . ,exp4 such that2

{Pbefore}
{Q0 = wp(”δ1 := exp0”,Q1)}
S0 : δ1 = exp0
{Q1 = wp(”r2 := exp1”,Q2)}
S1 : r2 := exp1
{Q2 = wp(”x2 := exp2”,Q3)}
S2 : x2 := exp2
{Q3 = wp(”u02 := exp3”,Q4)}
S3 : u02 := exp3
{Q4 = wp(”υ12 := exp4”,Q5)}
S4 : υ12 := exp4
{Q5 = wp(”p2 := exp5”,Pafter)}
S5 : p2 := exp5

Pafter = Pbefore ∧(δ1Ap1 = r1− r2)∧ (δ1 p1 = x1− x2)
∧(P0u02 +υ12 p1 + p2 = r2)∧ (Pt

0Ap2 = 0)∧ (pt
1Ap2 = 0)

∧(Rt
0r2 = 0)∧ (rt

1r2 = 0)∧ (rt
2r2 = ω2)


Now,

Q5 = wp(”p2 := exp5”,Pafter)

=


Pbefore ∧(δ1Ap1 = r1− r2)∧ (δ1 p1 = x1− x2)

∧(P0u02 +υ12 p1 + exp5 = r2)∧ (Pt
0Aexp5 = 0)∧ (pt

1Aexp5 = 0)
∧(Rt

0r2 = 0)∧ (rt
1r2 = 0)∧ (rt

2r2 = ω2)


2In section 0.5 we will address the fact that we need not lay out explicitly the sequence in which

quantities are to be computed.
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from which we deduce that exp5 = r2−P0u02−υ12 p1 and

Q5 = wp(”p2 := r2−P0u02−υ12 p1”,Pafter)

=


Pbefore ∧(δ1Ap1 = r1− r2)∧ (δ1 p1 = x1− x2)

∧T ∧ (Pt
0A(r2−P0u02−υ12 p1) = 0)∧ (pt

1A(r2−P0u02−υ12 p1) = 0)
∧(Rt

0r2 = 0)∧ (rt
1r2 = 0)∧ (rt

2r2 = ω2)


=


Pbefore ∧(δ1Ap1 = r1− r2)∧ (δ1 p1 = x1− x2)

∧(Pt
0Ar2−Pt

0AP0u02 = 0)∧ (pt
1Ar2− pt

1AP0u02− pt
1Aυ12 p1 = 0)

∧(Rt
0r2 = 0)∧ (rt

1r2 = 0)∧ (rt
2r2 = ω2)


Similarly, we determine υ12 := exp4 = (pt

1Ar2− pt
1AP0u02)/pt

1Ap1 and

Q4 = wp(”υ12 := (pt
1Ar2− pt

1AP0u02)/pt
1Ap1”,Q5)

=


Pbefore ∧(δ1Ap1 = r1− r2)∧ (δ1 p1 = x1− x2)

∧(Pt
0Ar2−Pt

0AP0u02 = 0)∧T
∧(Rt

0r2 = 0)∧ (rt
1r2 = 0)∧ (rt

2r2 = ω2)


Next we can determine u02 := exp3 = (Pt

0AP0)−1Pt
0Ar2 and

Q3 = wp(”u02 := (Pt
0AP0)−1Pt

0Ar2”,Q3)

=


Pbefore ∧(δ1Ap1 = r1− r2)∧ (δ1 p1 = x1− x2)

∧T
∧(Rt

0r2 = 0)∧ (rt
1r2 = 0)∧ (rt

2r2 = ω2)


followed by x2 := exp2 = x1−δ1 p1, giving

Q2 = wp(”x2 := x1−δ1 p1”,Q3)
=

{
Pbefore ∧(δ1Ap1 = r1− r2)∧ (Rt

0r2 = 0)∧ (rt
1r2 = 0)∧ (rt

2r2 = ω2)
}

and r2 := exp0 = r1−δ1Ap1 giving

Q1 = wp(”r2 := r1−δ1Ap1”,Q2)
=

{
Pbefore ∧(Rt

0r2 = 0)∧ (rt
1r2 = 0)∧ (rt

2r2 = ω2)
}

(where Rt
0r1 = 0 is part of the ‘before’ equations and Rt

0Ap1 = 0 can be derived
from them) and finally δ1 := exp0 = rt

1r1/rt
1Ap1 and

Q0 = wp(”δ1 := rt
1r1/rt

1Ap1”,Q1) = {Pbefore ∧T}

so that Pbefore implies Q0, as required.
The updates of the variables can then be entered as Step 8 in Figure 1.
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Step Annotated Algorithm: Compute X ,R,P,D,U of size m×n so that APD = R(I− J), PD = X(I− J), P(I +U) = R,RtR = Ω, D,Ω diagonal and U strictly upper triangular, and Re0 = Ax0−b
1a { Re0 = Ax0−b}

4 R→
(

RL rM RR
)
, P similarly; J→

 JT L 0 0
et

r 0 0
0 e0 JBR

 , U,D similarly

2
{

APLDLL = RLJT L + rMet
r ∧
(

PL pM
)

=
(

RL rM
)( UT L uT M

0 1

)
∧
(

RL rM
)

e0 = b
}

3 while n(RR) > 0 do

2,3
{ {(

APLDLL = RLJT L + rMet
r ∧
(

PL pM
)

=
(

RL rM
)( UT L uT M

0 1

)
∧
(

RL rM
)

e0 = b
)
∧ ( n(RR) > 0 )

} }

5a

(
RL rM RR

)
→(

R0 r1 r2 R3
)

P similar
,

 JT L 0 0
jtML 0 0
0 jMR JBR

→


J00 0 0 0
et

r 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 e0 J33

 , U,D similar

6
{

AP0D0 = R0J00− r1et
r ∧P0U00 = R0∧P0u01 + p1 = r1∧Rt

0R0 = Ω0∧Rt
0r1 = 0∧ rt

1r1 = ω1∧R0e0 = b
}

8 d1← rt
1r1/rt

1Ap1, r2← r1−Ap1d1, u12 = rt
2r2/rt

1r1, p2← r2− p1u12

7



A
(
P0 p1

)(D0
d1

)
=
(
R0 r1 r2

)J00
jt10 1
0 −1


∧
(

P0 p1 p2
) U00 u01 u02

0 111 ut
12

0 0 122

=
(

R0 r1 r2
)

∧

Rt
0

rt
1

rt
2

(R0 r1 r2
)

=

Ω0 0 0
0 ω1 0
0 0 ω2

∧
Pt

0AP0 Pt
0Ap1 Pt

0Ap2
pt

1AP0 pt
1Ap1 pt

1Ap2
pt

2AP0 pt
2Ap1 pt

2Ap2

=

Pt
0AP0 0 0

pt
1AP0 pt

1Ap1 0
pt

2AP0 pt
2Ap1 pt

2Ap2




5b

(
RL rM RR

)
←(

R0 r1 r2 R3
)

P similar
,

 JT L 0 0
jtML 0 0
0 jMR JBR

←


J00 0 0 0
et

r 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 e0 J33

 , U,D similar

2
{

APLDLL = RLJT L + rMet
r ∧
(

PL pM
)

=
(

RL rM
)( UT L uT M

0 1

)
∧
(

RL rM
)

e0 = b
}

endwhile

2,3
{ {(

APLDLL = RLJT L + rMet
r ∧
(

PL pM
)

=
(

RL rM
)( UT L uT M

0 1

)
∧
(

RL rM
)

e0 = b
)
∧¬( n(RR) > 0 )

} }
1b { APD = R(I− J)∧P(I +U) = R∧RtR = Ω∧Ke0 = b with D,Ω diagonal and U strictly upper triangular}

Figure 1: Worksheet for the Conjugate Gradient method
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0.4.3 More about the U coefficients

Computing the U coefficients; symmetric case Without stressing the fact, in
the previous section we derived a CG method for nonsymmetric systems; ordinar-
ily the symmetric case is the first one derived. In our method of derivation, the
symmetric case needs another step of reasoning on the PME level.

We concluded in equation (10) that PtAP is upper triangular in general; com-
bined with symmetry of A, this means that PtAP is diagonal in the symmetric case.
Also,

PtAP = (I +U)−t
Ω(I− J)D−1

tells us that (I +U)−t times a lower bidiagonal matrix is diagonal, hence that I +U
is upper bidiagonal. Therefore, the u02 coefficients no longer appear and we only
need to compute υ12. We construct a sequence of update statements and weakest
preconditions to fulfill

Pafter = Pbefore ∧(δ1Ap1 = r1− r2)∧ (δ1 p1 = x1− x2)
∧(υ12 p1 + p2 = r2)∧ (Pt

0Ap2 = 0)∧ (pt
1Ap2 = 0)

∧(Rt
0r2 = 0)∧ (rt

1r2 = 0)∧ (rt
2r2 = ω2)


As before, we deduce that exp4 = r2− p1υ12 and

Q4 = wp(”p2 := r2− p1υ12”,Pafter)
= {Pbefore ∧(δ1Ap1 = r1− r2)∧T ∧ (Rt

0r2 = 0)∧ (rt
1r2 = 0))

∧(Pt
0A(r2− p1υ12) = 0)∧ (pt

1A(r2− p1υ12) = 0)}
= {Pbefore ∧(δ1Ap1 = r1− r2)∧ (Rt

0r2 = 0)∧ (rt
1r2 = 0))

∧(Pt
0Ar2 = 0)∧ (pt

1Ar2− p1υt
12Ap1 = 0)}

Similarly, we can determine υ12 := exp3 = pt
1Ar2/pt

1Ap1 and

Q3 = wp(”υ12 := pt
1Ar2/pt

1Ap1”,Q4)
= {Pbefore ∧(δ1Ap1 = r1− r2)∧ (Rt

0r2 = 0)∧ (rt
1r2 = 0))∧Pt

0Ar2 = 0∧T}

Elementary manipulation of identities gives

υ12 = rt
2r2/rt

1r1.

The remaining steps are identical as in the nonsymmetric case.
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0.5 Discussion and Conclusion

At first glance, the reader may conclude that the presented extension of the FLAME
framework merely provides a ‘mental discipline’ for deriving known Krylov sub-
space based algorithms. While this may become a major contribution of the project,
we believe it shows a lot more promise than just that.

The reader may have already noticed that there are a number of decisions that
were made that led to the derived algorithm. Let us itemize some of these decisions
and discuss how different choices will lead to a rich family of algorithms, both
differing in mathematical respects and in performance aspects.

• The governing equation. In Section 0.2, we started with the governing
equation{

APD = R(I− J)
P(I +U) = R

The additional equation RtR = Ω (diagonal) represents one choice of con-
straints that can be enforced on the residual vectors. As mentioned, different
choices lead to different known methods, such as Steepest Descent or GM-
RES.

We believe the presented methodology will be able to clarify how all these
methods are related, but drawing up the constraints is work still to be under-
taken. Our framework will make it far easier for a human expert to derive
new algorithms, since only the basic notion (orthogonality of the residuals in
the CG case) needs to be specified on top of the basic equations: the deriva-
tion of the actual constants is done through a systematic, indeed automatable,
process.

• PME manipulation. Even within the context of a single method such as CG,
manipulation of the PME can be interesting. We already saw this mechanism
in action when equation (10), which is not strictly part of the definition of
the CG method, was added. In [6], this mechanism was used to argue that
our approach can discover variant algorithmic variants that combine inner
products [4, 5].

• Choices of invariants. The governing equation leads to a PME, which is
a recursive definition of the operation. But for each PME there are multi-
ple possible loop-invariants. Some of these may lead to uncomputable for-
mulations; other may lead to distinct algorithms that may or may not have
desirable properties for a given situation (see [6] for an example).
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• How to choose. Given that we expect a large family of algorithms to result
from the ultimate approach, we need to develop a way of determining which
algorithm is most appropriate for a given situation. Measures of “goodness”
could include computational cost, numerical stability, rate of convergence, or
ability to reduce communication cost on, for example, a distributed memory
parallel architecture. There is a distinct possibility of reasoning about such
factors in our framework, which we are undertaking in separate research.

We conclude that our framework supports a vision for exploration of Krylov
subspace methods as a coherent family of algorithms, as well as the derivation of
proved correct library software. The discussion above shows that the space to be
explored is large, which is where mechanization becomes an important part of the
solution. How to achieve mechanization of derivation for dense matrix computa-
tions was the subject of the dissertation of one of the authors [2]. His system will
need to be expanded to achieve what we propose. In other words, there is a lot of
interesting research ahead of us.
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